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Jeff Bussey walked briskly up the rutted wagon road toward Fort Leavenworth on his way to join the Union
volunteers. It was 1861 in Linn County, Kansas, and Jeff was elated at the prospect of fighting for the North
at last.

In the Indian country south of Kansas there was dread in the air; and the name, Stand Watie, was on every
tongue. A hero to the rebel, a devil to the Union man, Stand Watie led the Cherokee Indian Na-tion fearlessly
and successfully on savage raids behind the Union lines. Jeff came to know the Watie men only too well.

He was probably the only soldier in the West to see the Civil War from both sides and live to tell about it.
Amid the roar of cannon and the swish of flying grape, Jeff learned what it meant to fight in battle. He
learned how it felt never to have enough to eat, to forage for his food or starve. He saw the green fields of
Kansas and Okla-homa laid waste by Watie's raiding parties, homes gutted, precious corn deliberately
uprooted. He marched endlessly across parched, hot land, through mud and slash-ing rain, always hungry,
always dirty and dog-tired.

And, Jeff, plain-spoken and honest, made friends and enemies. The friends were strong men like Noah
Babbitt, the itinerant printer who once walked from Topeka to Galveston to see the magnolias in bloom;
boys like Jimmy Lear, too young to carry a gun but old enough to give up his life at Cane Hill; ugly, big-
eared Heifer, who made the best sourdough biscuits in the Choctaw country; and beautiful Lucy
Washbourne, rebel to the marrow and proud of it. The enemies were men of an-other breed - hard-bitten
Captain Clardy for one, a cruel officer with hatred for Jeff in his eyes and a dark secret on his soul.

This is a rich and sweeping novel-rich in its panorama of history; in its details so clear that the reader never
doubts for a moment that he is there; in its dozens of different people, each one fully realized and wholly
recognizable. It is a story of a lesser -- known part of the Civil War, the Western campaign, a part different in
its issues and its problems, and fought with a different savagery. Inexorably it moves to a dramat-ic climax,
evoking a brilliant picture of a war and the men of both sides who fought in it.
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From reader reviews:

Rosemary Perez:

Exactly why? Because this Rifles for Watie is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting
for you to snap the item but latter it will distress you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book
adjacent to it was fantastic author who write the book in such wonderful way makes the content inside of
easier to understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you
because of not hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of
advantages than the other book have such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking way.
So , still want to hesitate having that book? If I were being you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

David Perrin:

Reading a book to get new life style in this year; every people loves to read a book. When you learn a book
you can get a lots of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your knowledge, since book has a lot
of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book that you have read. If
you want to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if you want to entertain
yourself you are able to a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, and also soon. The Rifles for Watie
provide you with a new experience in examining a book.

Anthony Koch:

You may get this Rifles for Watie by go to the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it might to be
your solve issue if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only simply
by written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era including now,
you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own ways
to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your knowledge
are still revise. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.

Gloria Quinones:

Publication is one of source of expertise. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen will need book to know the up-date information of year to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the
world. By the book Rifles for Watie we can acquire more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people?
To get creative person must choose to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that ideal with your aim.
Don't end up being doubt to change your life at this time book Rifles for Watie. You can more appealing
than now.
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